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OUTLINE

OUTLINE OF CONSTRUCTION
.1. The steering gear box is the same rack and pinion type used in the previous model,
2. Two types of power steering control are available. One is an engine speed sensing type as used

previously, and the other rs an electronically controlled type.
3. A new 4-wheel steering system is used in which the rear wheels turn in conjunction with the steering

angle of the front wheels to provide superior steerability.

STRUCTURAL VIEW

Steering gear assembly

Steering wheel

..-..-.---

Reserve tank ,.,

Steering shaft

Intermediate shaft

Oil pump

Pressure hose

Return hose

86U 1 0X,502
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SPECIFICATIONS

Item
Type Manual steering Power steering

Steering wheel
Outer diameter mm (in) 380 (15.0)

Turns lock to lock 4.32 2.93

Steering shaft and joints

Shaft type Collapsible

Joint type Cross joints (2)

Tilt stroke mm (in) 40 (1.6)

Front steering gear
' I Yv Rack and pinion

Gear ratio (oo) (infinite)

Power steering fluid

Capacity liter
(US qt, lmp qt)

2WS 0.9 (0.95, 0.79)

4WS 1.0 (1 .06, 0.88)

Tr rnoI JVe
2WS
4WS Dexron ll or M lll

86U 1 0X-503
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MANUAL STEERING

STEERING GEAR

The steering gear is a constant gear ratio type. The prnion gear is supported by a roller bearing.
The support of the rack is changed from a.support yoke to a roller bearing.
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Rear cover
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SUPPORT OF RACK

The method for support of the rack ts changed.
Previous method
. The rack was supported by a support yoke.
New method I

. The rack is supported by a roller bearing.

. A newly established bushing is used for additional support.

Advantages of new method
1. Smoother steering feel, as sliding contact is changed to rolling contact.
2. lmprovement of rack wear resistance, as the rack is supported by the bearing.
3. Less noise and steering wheel vibration, as the rack is firmly supported by the bushing.

Adjust cover

Previous Type New Type

+

Support yoke

B6U10X 505
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POWER STEERING

ELECTRONTCALLY-CONTROLLED POWER STEERTNG (ECPS)

B6U 1 0X 506

This power steering system changes steering assistance according to vehicle speed. steering wheel
turning angle, and road resistance. When the vehicle is stopped or running at low speed, more power
assistance is provided and less effort is reqUired of the driver. When the vehicle speed is high, less
power assistance is provided and more driver effort is required. More effort is also required at high
cnoodc ac tho etaarjJ-1q anOle inCfeaSeS.
With these functions, the system provides the driver with a rigid, stable, yet easy-handling feeling. The
requrred steering effort is decided according to the orl pressure applied to the reaction force chamber
in the steering gear housing. The control unit and solenoid valVe control oil pressure to the reaction
force chamber based on the vehicle speed signal and the steering wheel turning angle signal.

Steeri

--t- -_'\

Check connector

Solenoid valve

Steering angle
sensor

Steering shaft
Control unit

Steering gear assembly

Oil pump Return hose lntermediate shaft

Pressure hose
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OIL PASSAGE

86U10X 507

The oil from the pump is led to the valve case. ln the valve case, the oil flows to the reaction force
chambers and through an orifice to the solenoid valve. The oil is fed to the reserve tank or power
cylinder according to movement of thd spool valve. The solenoid valve controls the oil flow to the reserve
tank.

t

/

Solenoid valve

From valve case

Steering angle sensor

Speed sensor

To reserve tanK

Control unit

To reserve tank

Fleserve tank ;-rrom 
oil pump

-l_-]
Spool valve

Oil pumP

Reaction force chamber Reaction
chamber

force

Power cvlinder

Valve case
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STEERING GEAR

bearing

86U 1 0X-508

Spool valve type power steering, which is basically the same as that of the 323, is used.
Two bearings (upper and lower) are used to support the pinion shaft and allow it to move sideto-side
in the case. I

A spring pin is installed on the bottom of the pinion shaft to return it to the neutral position.
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VALVE CASE

86U 1 0X-509

The control valve consists of the valve case, spool valve, lever, reaction force chamber, spring, and
prnron.
The valve is connected to the pinion $haft by the lever, and kept in the neutral position by the springs
and oil oressure in the reaction force chambers.

force chamber

Valve case

Pinion shaft

UPPER BEARING

Pinion shaft

LOWER BEARING
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OPERATION

86U10X 510

When the pinion moves, the lever pivots at point O.

Consequently, the spool valve is moved, overcoming the spring pressure and oil pressure in the reac-
tion force chamber. I

During low-speed driving, uvhen oil pressure in the reaction force chamber is low, the spool valve moves
easily and the required steering effort is low
At higher speeds, the oil pressure of the reaction force chambers increase, the spool valve moves
with difficulty, and the required steering effort increases.
The spool valve's freedom of movement is, therefore, in proportion to the oil pressure in the reaction
force chambers.
The oil pressure in the reaction force chambers is controlled by the solenoid valve.

Pump

Reserve tank

Spring
Reaction
chamber

force

Reaction
force chamber

\ Spool valve

Power'cylinder (R)

Power cylinder (L)
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SOLENOID VALVE

At high-speed

At low-speed

To reserve tank
From reaction force
chamber

86U1 0X-51 1

The reaction force chamber oil pressure is controlled by the solenoid valve. When a large electrical
current is sent from the control unit to the solenoid valve, the rod moves and compresses the spring.
As a result of this, the passage from thb reaction force chamber to the tank becomes larger. The reac-
tion force chamber oil pressure then decreases, and the steering effort is lower
When a small electrical current is sent from the control unit to the solenoid valve, the force with which
the rod compresses the spring is less, and the passage between the reaction force chamber and the
tank is smaller. As a result, the reaction force chamber oil pressure increases, and the steering effort
is oreater.

Jn 11



ELECTRICAL SYSTEM FOR ECPS

CONTROL CIRCUIT

86Ut 0X-51 2

The control unit receives signals from the steering angle sensor, speed sensor, and ignition coil (en-
gine speed). Based on these signals, the control unit calculates the amount of current needed to properly
control solenoid valve operation. I

Since the control unit has fail-safe and self-diagnosis functions, if incorrect or no signals are received
from the sensors, the unit makes a judgment and regulates valve current to maintain appropriate steering
operation.

Control unit

Battery

Steering
angle
sensor

Solenoid valve

Engine speed signal
(from ignition coil)

Check terminal

Terminal

tv-tz



FAIL.SAFE FUNCTION

Failure point Evaluation Reaction to failure

Solenoid valve Open or short circuit Fixed control

Vehicle-speed signal tr th" beb* 
"""rr 

rr,itaneously for
over 10 sec., a failure is judged.
(i) \/ahinlo cnoori zorn

Q) Engine speed over 500 rpm

@ Fiuctuation of steering angle signal

Power steering control fixed at 80 km/h
(49 6 mph) setting

Changes over 60 kmlh (37.2 mph) in 1 sec.

Steering-angle signal lf the below occur simultaneously for
over 10 sec., a failure is ludged.
@ Vehicle speed above 35 km/h (21.7 mph)

@ Steering wheel angle above 140o

Power steering controlled only by vehicle
speed

86U 1 0X-51 3

Steering effort is controlled by the oil pressure regulated by the solenoid valve The amount of the
solenoid valve opens is controlled by the current flowing through its solenoid coil. Thus, steering effort
is controlled by the current.
The amount of current is determined according to steering angle and vehicle speed.
For explanatron o{ self-diagnosis function, refer to Section 10 of the Workshop Manual.
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4.WHEEL STEERING SYSTEM

OUTLINE OF CONSTRUCTION
Since the 4-wheel steering (4WS) system performs the function of steering the rear wheels according
to steering wheel angle and vehicle speed, it has the following advantages over ordinary 2-wheel steering
(2WS) systems in which only the front wheels are steered.

1) lmproved straight-ahead driving stability at high speeds
2) Greater control during lane change
3) Better balance during cornering
4) Greater responsiveness and preciseness of steering wheel operation
5) Superb parking ability

4-WHEEL STEERTNG (4WS) SYSTEM

86U10X-514

This system consists of a hydraulically-assisted front power steering which performs the main steering
functton, and an electronically-controlled, hydraulically-assisted rear power steering which operates
rear wheel steering according to steering wheel angle and vehrcle speed

An important safety feature is that the rear power steering gear returns and frxes the rear wheels in
the straight-ahead position by a built-in self centering spring. This allows. the vehicle to be steered
as though it had conventional 2WS in the event an electrical or hydraulic failure of the rear steering system.

Relay and timer

-l

Reserve tank

Rear power steering gear

Steering angle transfer shaft
Oil pump Control unit:---

Front power steering gear
Speed sensors
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SYSTEM DIAGRAM

Reserve tank

Steering wheel

Front steering gear

Steering angle transfer shaft

Small bevel
gear

Control valve

Main bevel
gear

Stepper motor Control rod Input rod
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MAIN COMPONENTS AND FUNCTION OF REAR STEERING

1) Sends step signals indicating steering ratio (corresponds to vehicle speed) to step-
per motor

2) Detects abnormalities in steering ratio signal, speed signal, and other electric
sysrems

3) Controls the following when problem s detected
I a) Warning light ON

b) Solenoid valve open

Incorporates control yoke and bevel gear
Controls valve and direction and amount of rear wheel steerinq

Stepper motor Rotates control yoke in u""orO-o*" *tf-, step signal tron', 
"-trot 

,nit

Part

Control unit

I
Inase 

control system

Steering angle transfer
shaft

Power cylinder

Rotates pinion gear and bevel gear in phase control system in relation to steering
wheel operation

1 Provides hydraulic pressure to front and rear steering systems

Integral with speedometer and cable; detects vehicle speed and sends data to control
unit

Regulates hydraulic pressure to control amount of power cylinder stroke and rear
wheel steerino ooeration

1) Receives hydraulic pressure from control unit and moves rear wheels
2) Fixes rear wheels in straight-ahead position by built-in self-centering spring in case

of electrical or hydraulic failure

86U 1 0X-51 5
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FRONT STEERING SYSTEM

86U10X-516

This is an ordinary rack and pinion power steering system in whrch the steerrng efforts of the driver
are hydraulically assisted. This system consists of a steering wheel, an input pinion shaft connected
to the steering wheel by a steering shaft, a rack, an oil pump, and a control valve. A steering angle
transfer shaft for controlling the rear steering system is geared to the rack and connects with the phase
control system of the rear steering system.

Oil pump
Reserve tank
(with level sensor)

Control valve

Power
nder

Input pinion shaft

Steering angle transfer shaft

To power cylinder of
rear steering system

Right tire
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REAR STEERING SYSTEM

86U10X 517

This is a hydraulically-assisted power steering system which is electronically controlled according to
ctoorinn r,yhool annlo anr{ 'rahinla onaad Thic crrctom r-nnqiqtq n{: qtoorinn annlo tranc{or cheft cnoo|oL99r il rv vvr r9vr qr rvrc dl l\,1 vul llulu DPuvll, I I ilo oyoLgt | | uvt roroLo vr u Jrvvr rr rv qr rvru Lrqr roiur or rqtr. Jvuvu

sensors, control unit, stepper motor. phase control system. control valve, oil pump, and power cylinder
a nn a' '*n' '* .^n
d.r rLl uutput IUU.

As a fail-safe system. the rear steering system is equipped with a self-centering spring which fixes the
a' '*n' '* "^"r ;^ +h^ ^+"rinht-ahead nosition if hvdrarrlic nrcssr rre tn thp nn\^/trr nvlinr^i9f is lost. Also incor-UULpUL lU\l ll I Ll lti JLIaTVIr qr rvqu pvorLrvr | il | ryur quilv PrvgQuru L\J Ll lc VUvvul uylll lu(

^^'^+^r i^ ^ ^^r^^^id valve which cuts off the hydraulic pressure if there rs a system electrical failurepL/l d.LttLl lJ d, JUIEI l\Jl\l Vd,lVU vvl lltJl I UULD \Jl 
I

From rack of front
steering system From ol

oo
Power cylinder

Rear-to-f ront steeri n g
ration sensor

Self-centering
spnng

Output rod

Control valve
Stepper motor
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ADVANTAGES OF 4WS
Low-speed turning

2WS 4WS

86U1 0X-51 B

For 2WS vehicles turning at low speed, the center of the turn is point O (the extended line of the rear
axle shaft). The minimum turning radius is shown by line R

lf the front and rear wheels are steered in opposite phases, the change in location of point O makes
it possible for the minimum turning radius and inner/outer wheel difference (W) to be lessened; thus,
improving the turning capability during small-radius turns.

10-19



Direction of travel

Side slippage

2WS 4WS

Friction effort

High-speed turning and cornering

86Ur 0X-5r I

The centrifugal force acting upon the vehicle booy increases with high speed turning and cornering.
As a result, a greater cornering force (C) is necessary, and the side-slip angte (a) of the tires is increased.
Ordinarily, when a 2WS vehicle turns or corners under high speed conditions, the side-slip angle of
the tires is increased as the driver turns the steering wheel, with the result that the vehicle's rear end
yaws to a great extent and the side-slip angle of the rear tires becomes greater.
For 4WS vehicles, the rear wheels are steered in the same phase as the front wheels, with the result
that there is reduced yawing of the rear end, and there is a corresponding reduction of the yawing
time of the vehicle's rear end. 

I
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Lane change

2WS 4WS

86U 1 0X-520

As a result of the 4WS characteristics described, when the 4WS vehicle makes, for example, a lane

change, there is the dif{erence (shown in the illustrations above) of the path of the 4WS vehicle and

the 2WS vehicle. This is because the length of time of rear end yawing and attitude change are less

for the 4WS vehicle.
Moreover, such factors as cornering balance, steering wheel response, and steering precision are

better for the 4WS vehicle.
The relationshrp between vehicle speed, steering wheel angle, and angle of the rear wheels is described

on the following page.

10-21



Amount and Direction of Steering Angle of Rear Wheels

86U 1 0X-52 1

Rear-to-front steering angle ratio (r/f) is decided by the control unit according to vehicle speed The
general characteristics are as follows.
Under 35 km/h (22mph) the rear wheels are steered in the opposite direction asthe front wheels,
at 35 km/h (22 mph) the rear wheels point straight-ahead as in 2WS, and at speeds over 35 km/h
(22 mph) they are steered in the same direction as the front wheels.
The maxrmum steerino anole of the rear wheels is 5o

F

q)

(g

-'=
o
o

o
tr

Same phase

t

Br
f(V) =-

ol
Vehicle speed (V)35km/h (22mPh)

lOppotite phase
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PHASE CONTROL SYSTEM

86U1 0X-522

The phase control system functions to control the steering amount and direction of the rear wheels
as mentioned before. lt consists of a stepper motor which controls the steering ratio, a control yoke,
a swing arm, a main bevel gear engaged to the steering angle input shaft through a small bevel gear,
and a control rod connected to a eontrol valve.

Rear-to-front steering ratio sensor

Steering angle input shaft

Control yoke
Main bevel gear

Control rod

Stepper motor

Input rod Control valve
Swing arm

Small bevel gear
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Swing arm Control rod Spool valve

Neutral

Control yoke B6vet qear

At 35 kmlh (22 mph)

Spool valve

Input rod

Moved by bevel gear
(Steering wheel turned left)

Swing arm

Operation

86U 1 0X-523

Assuming that the swing arm is a disc, the connection of the input rod and control rod (c) is at the
disc center line.
The disc moves the end of the control rod (a) in relation with the turning angle of the steering wheel.

At 35 kmlh (22 mph)
The disc and the input rod are at a right angle as shown in Fig, A. At this trme, if the steering wheel
is turned to the left, the disc turns and the control rod rs moved from point (a) to point (b). The control
rod moves in the reverse direction if the steering wheel is turned to the right. There is, however, no
movement of the spool valve. Therefore, thb rear wheels remain in the straight-ahead position.

10-24



B:At more than 35 kmlh (22 mph)

C:At fess than 35 kmlh (22 mph)

(b)

Stepper motor fi

Steering wheel turned

Steering wheel turned left

86U 1 0X-524

At more than 35 kmlh (22 mph)
The position of the disc is changed by the stepper motor as shown in Fig. B, resulting in an angle
change between the disc and input rod. (The degree of angle change is in relation to vehicle speed.)
At this time, when the steering wheel is turned to the left, the control rod is again moved from point
(a) to point (b). When this happens, the spool valve is moved toward the right.
As a result, the rear wheels are turned to the left (same phase) when the steering wheel is turned to the left.

The opposite happens when the steering is turned to the right.

At less than 35 kmlh (22 mph) |

The position of the disc is changed by the stepper motor as shown in Fig. C, so that the angle is oppo-
site that in Fig. B.
At this time, when the steering wheel is turned to the left, the control rod is moved from point (a) to
point (b), and the spool valve is moved to the left.
As a result, the rear wheels are turned to the right (opposite phase) when the steering wheel is turned
to the left, and left when turned to the rtght.
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Rear{o-front steering ration sensor
Control yoke

Main bevel gear

Control rod

Stepper motor

Swing arm Control valve

Steering angle
inout shaft

Input rod

Main bevel

\
gear

Small bevel gear

Right turn

Steering angle input shaft

STEERING ANGLE TRANSFER SHAFT

86U 1 0X 525

With the rotation of the steering wheel, the steering angle input shaft rotates the main bevel gear through
the small bevel gear in the phase control system. The main bevel gear moves in directron A during
right turns, and in direction B during left turns as shown in the figure. The control rod, which passes
through the main bevel gear, moves in the same direction. The amount and direction of movement
of the control valve rnput rod (connected to the control rod) is controlled by the control yoke angle
which changes according to vehicle speed.
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Self-centering spring Output rod

Tie-rod
Left chamber Right chamber

Tie-rod

Steering angle input shaft Valve sleeve

Control

Input rod

POWER CYLINDER

86U 1 0X-526

The action of the control valve input rod is transmitted to the spool valve according to the f ront steertng
operation. The displacement of the spool to the valve sleeve causes difference in oil pressure between
the right and left chambers in the power cylinder. The difference of pressure overcomes the load of
the output rod and causes it to move. The valve sleeve, combined with the power rod, is moved by
an amount and in the direction corresponding to the movement of the input rod. Then, the tte-rods,
connected to the output rod, develop the steering action of the rear wheels.

The self-centering spring maintains o1 returns the output rod to the straight-ahead position if there is
a failure in the hydraulic or electricaf systems.
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CONTROL VALVE

86U 1 0X.527

The main parts of the control valve are the input rod, spool valve, valve sleeve, and the output rod.
When the control valve input rod is stationary, the spool valve is in the neutral position of the valve
sleeve. Orl pressure from the power steering oil pump passes by the spool valve and returns to the
pump reserve tank. Oil also flows to both sides of the actuator, holding the output rod in position; not
allowing the rear steering angle to change.

Valve sleeve From
oil pump To*reserve tank

Output rod

Spool valve
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Valve sleeve

Output rod

Input rod Reserve Port
Spool valve

86U 1 0X 528

When the control valve input rod moves to the left it also moves the spool valve to the left. The output
rod does not move at this time due to the load on the rear wheels and the action of the self-centering
spring. As the spool valve moves it opens the ports, allowrng oil pressure from the pump to flory to

the right side of the actuator and oil to flow from the left side of the actuator to the reserve tank. Thts

pressure difference causes the output rod (and valve sleeve) to move to the left, turning the rear wheels
to the right.
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Secondary

( | From reserve lank

Primary outlel

Flow control valve Flow control valve

Secondary outlet

OIL PUMP

B6U 1 0X 529

The otl pump is a belt driven, vane type, tandem oil pump with a remote reserve tank. The pump con-
struction is basically the same as that of the 626 2WS vehicle.
One section of the pump provides oil pressure to the front steering system and the other to the rear
steering system. Both sections are equipped with flow control valves (shown in the figure above) for
securing a constant oil flow.
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FAIL.SAFE SYSTEM

Solenoid
VAIVE

Self-centering

Self-centering

B6U 1 0X-530

A fail-safe system is used for safety in the event of a system failure.

Function
1)Ensures 2WS (rear wheels fixed in straight-ahead position) rn case of an electrical or hydraulic sys-

tem failure.
2) provides warning to the driver via a warning light in the instrument panel in the event of an electrical

failure.
3) An oil level sensor is provided in the reserve tank. The warning light warns the driver when the amount

of oil falls below that requrred. I

4) Mechanically ensures safety equal to that of a conventional 2WS system

Oil pressure defects
it..1e'ieli steering is locked in the straight'ahead posrtion and 2WS is assured if there is a drop in the

rear steering system oil pressure due to oil leakage, pump failure, or a broken drive belt. When there

is no oil pressLrre acting on the output rod, the self-centering spring holdsthe rod centered in the pow-

er cylinder.
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Normal

To front steering gear

Failure
To front steering gear

Solenoid valve

I

I

,Retu

0)

faa
q)

(L

Phase control system

aao

Phase control system

SOLENOID VALVE

86U 1 0X-531

The 4WS system has two solenoid valves for the electrical fail-safe system.
The reason two valves are used is that if one fails the other works as a back-up.
They operate as follows:

Normal
While the ignition switch is on, current passes through the coil and the plunger moves the spool; over-
coming the force of the return spring.
Since the hydraulic circuit between the pressure and return line in the valve is closed, normal pressure
is generated in the power cylrnder. I

Failure
When the control unit detects an electrical failure and sends a failure signal to the solenoid valve, cur-
rent to the coil is cut and the spool is returned by the return spring. As a result, the hydraulic circuit
in the valve is opened and pressure in the power cylinder becomes zero.

lf the control unit senses that the problem is intermittent, it cuts the voltage through the coil; the spool
is returned by the return spring and the hydraulic circuit is opened.
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SERVICE POINTS
Adjustment of Steering Angle Transfer Shaft

86U1 0X 539

lf the steering angle transfer shaft is disconnected from the front or rear steering gear, or after adjust-
ing the wheel aligment, or the rear steering angle is not correct. the rear turning angle must be adjust-
ed as outlined in the Workshop MaAual.

Warning
lmproper installation of the 4WS steering angle transfer shaft may effect control of the
vehicle and result in the risk of accident, personal injury, and property damage.

Rear steering assembly

Front steering gear assembly ,/-\ ' ,/ -'-.::
'<.=---->

-l
,'l

Rear joint

, 

-i\),"" 
#i-"n n,\.,u. srer s h art

Front joint
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ELECTRICAL SYSTEM FOR 4WS

OUTLINE

5V regulator

Control unit Terminal I

Stepper motor

@l-

lnhibitor switch

Rear-to-front
steering ratio
sensor

Check terrninal

Speed sensor

(On transaxle)

Speed sensor
Warning light

(ln speedometer)

Engine signal
#

Terminal

/C\\f, @ @ @ X fq) ral\-, @

o ,\ @ o /'i\\.._l) @ (' @ @

86U 1 0X-539
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1. All of the input signals-power, rear-to-front steering ratio, oil level, and gear position-are convert-
ed into electrical signals or voltage by the sensors and switches. Some of them are originally vol-
tage such as power supply.

2. Analogue signals (-.,-r-,-r)such asthe rear-to-front steering ratio signal are changed into digital
signals (-flftfl) by an analogue to digital converter (A/D) within the control unrt.

3. A fail-safe system is used for power circuits @and @, ground circuits @, @and @, and speed
sensor circuits Oand @in case of an open circuit.

4. The Filter eliminates surge voltage (electrical noise)from the power supply side to the central process-
ing unit (CPU).

5. The 5V Regulator regulates voltage to the CPU to 5V.
6. The l/F (interface circuit) eliminates electrical noise from the input signals.
7. The Watchdog system checks the control unit for error
8. The Monitor l/F and Monitor check the actuators for open circuits.
9. The Relay and timer is to keep 4WS for 5 sec. after ignition switch OFF.

86U 1 0X-532
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CONTROL UNIT AND SPEED SENSORS

86U1 0X,533

Control unit
Based on signals from the rearto-front steering ratio sensor and the speed sensor, the control unit
operates the stepper motor to achieve the ilear{o-front steering ratio and rear steering phase.

Speed sensors
The vehicle has two speed sensors; the main one inside the instrument cluster, and the other at the
transaxle as a back-uo.
The sensors detect speedometer cable rotation, and send signals to the control unit.

Speed sensor

lnstrument
cluster

Speedometer
cable

Speed sensor

Rear-to-front steering -/ratro sensor
7l

Control yoke Control valve input rod
Control rod

Swing a
Phase control box

Main bevel gear

\.,'/

Transaxle
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REAR.TO.FRONT STEERING RATIO SENSOR

86U 1 0X-534

The rear-to-front steering ratio sensor checks the stepper motor operation by sending voltage signals

based on the control yoke angle to the control unit.

The sensor consists of a shaft connected to the rotation shaft of the control yoke, a brush attachment
panel mounted on this shaft, a resistance plate and conduction plate, and a brush.

The voltage changed by the resistance plate is sent to the control unit. This is compared to the control
yoke angie (conn6cted to the stepper motor) regulated by the control unit. lf the two dif{er from each

btf'er, th-e control unit sends a signal to the stepper motor to compensate for the difference.
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STEPPER MOTOR

Phase control unit

Magnet

Rotor

86U 1 0X-535
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The stepper motor consists of a coil, stator, and rotor with two magnets.

Current flowing to the coil magnetizes stator. The rotor rotates by the attracting or repelling of mag-

nets. The rotoirotates clockwise when phase excitation is made (1) -+ (2) --+ (3) --+ (4), counterclock-
wise when (4) - (3) - (2) -+ (1).

Stator U

Section Y-Y

fsl ffl Gl ta-l l-s-l l-s-l fil fsl fsl fs-l isl fsl fs-l

I fil Fil f-.1 fil F] Fl f"-l f--l E f'l f"l fil I

(1) A-B phase excitation (3) A-B phase excitation

I rt tsl fs-l l-sl ft tt ts-] ft t'l tsl lrl l=l t
r-l Fl Fl ril F-l ril F-l r"l l-l l-il tq [q ril

(2) B-A Phase excitation
I

I l-s-l ts-l tt l-sl I-5.1 ft l-t tn Fl Fl [-sl tsl t
lNl lNl lNl lNl lNl lNl lNl lNl lNl lnl Frl lNl tNI

(4) B-A phase excitation
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SELF-DIAGNOSIS SYSTEM

86U1 0X-537

lf an electrical failure occurs, the warning light flashes to inform the driver of the failure.
After the light flashes for one minute, if then stays on continuosly. When the ignition switch is turned
off and back ON, the cycle is again repeated.
The warning light flashes in a certain pattern to indicate the location of the failure. Refer to the guide
on the following page.

/Fn iFn /FD N,IPH

nHnHnv*HJ A) tlIJ km/h

A/B-FESET TSCALE CHANGE MPH KM/h CANCEL DIMEF

E
4WS

Example:

4WS warning light

Flashes 3 times (3 sec period between cycles)

ON

OFF
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Note
After repairing a failure, turn off the ignition switch to cancel the warning light operation.

Item
Check timing

Warning light Reaction to
failurelgn ON Driving

Speed sensor

Soeed sensor in soeedometer :*

Flashes 1 time

/2 sec. period I
\ between cycles/

2WS

Speed sensor on transaxle :r

Difference between above sensors :x

Phase control
sysrem

Mis-stepping (Out of phase) ,t Flashes 2 times

Solenoid valve Wiring circuit *
'1.

Flashes 3 times

Stepper motor

Wiring circuit {< *
Flashes 4 times

Operation {<

Rear-toJront
steering ratio
sensor

Output ,la * Flashes 5 times

Standard position t< t( Flashes 6 times

Power steering
fluid

LCVCI i< * Flashes 7 times

Control unit

Program x x

Flashes 8 timesMemory i< x

Conversion from analogue to digital
values

*

Computer error i( *( OFF
4WS after
computer resel

Power supply Battery voltage :x Stays ON 2WS
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